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describing airy gracefulnesses in the limelight. You
feel that she should sing a song, but, of course, she
does not ; for she is that strange thing, a live fashion
plate, a mannequin from Paris.
Somewhere in the small, smart dance club—the
fashionable theatre for the unveiling of the new
mode—M. Flair stands watching critically. How
wonderful to be M. Flair ! You look at him and
wonder what it feels like to possess the power of
creating a new silhouette, to be able to persuade
women from Birmingham to Buenos Aires either to
hide or reveal their calves. No matter how much
an ordinary man is permitted to believe he controls
a woman, it is as nothing compared with the real
dictatorship of M. Flair ! The interesting thing is
that it does not end in this smart dance club ; it
merely begins there and goes right down the social
scale. To-day's flash of genius will be selling from
the peg in High-street, Kensington, before June is
old ; and then, of course, M. Flair finds the ice
bag and thinks out something else. It must be
rather like having a butterfly farm.
How solemn every one becomes. M. Flair looks
at each creation as a shipbuilder might anxiously
regard his new liner as she ploughs down into the
sea at her launching ; the women lean forward
critically, either accepting or rejecting each dress in
relation to their own appearance, and the men
divide their interest between the mannequins as
human beings and the small change of inexpert
comment, to which their partners pay slight atten-
tion.
It is a solemn event. As the girl walks across the
floor the appearance of millions of women is being
settled for them. The echo of this event will be
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